6.811: Principles and Practice of Assistive Technology

Video Project

Each team should make a video documenting either (i) their client’s challenge or (ii) their team’s design process.

Instructions:
- Your project film is due before the mid-semester presentations.
- The requirements are as follows:
  - 1 video per team
  - Content: Either about your client, or your team’s design process (if your client does not wish to be in the video)
  - Length: 2-3 min
  - Uploaded to Vimeo, subtitled
- As per the course syllabus, the video is 10% of the final grade.

Helpful Links:
- Helps you choose appropriate visual and audio resolution and codecs
- SD video is sufficient, though HD is preferred.

Subtitling:

Grading Rubric:
Technical clarity, 40%
- Is the video stable, well-lit and well-framed?
- Is the audio clear?
- Was the video subtitled appropriately?
- Were fonts, transitions and title pages used appropriately?

Storyline, 40%
- Was there a clear narrative? Can it act as a ‘standalone’ without external context?
- Is the narrative well-paced?
- Are the characters introduced well?
- Is the video interesting to watch overall?

Others, 20%
- Was the assignment uploaded on time?
- Was the video of appropriate duration?